Outside Chance
An old Highveld house is given a gracious renovation that capitalises
on its heritage while actively incorporating its verdant garden
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The table in the dining room
of this Emmarentia home is
by Greg Grant from Times
Tables. The artwork in the
background is owner Trish van
der Nest’s favourite Dennis
Kalil painting of the Karoo
OPPOSITE PAGE Chinese urns
from Weylandts and a lamp
from La Grange Interiors
enjoy pride of place in the
living room
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A B OV E The glass cow backing over the stove is by
Angie Hudson Designs RIG HT The coffee table on
the breezy front verandah is from Pezula Interiors
B E LOW The view of the house from the garden

W

hen Trish van der Nest took on
the task of renovating the large
Emmarentia property she and her
husband had recently purchased,
one of the original farmhouses with
solid bones and an enchanting sense
of history, she drew inspiration
from the outdoors to create a space
as cool and collected as the greenery all around it. ‘We are very
much aware of how close we are to the dam and the gorgeous
botanical gardens, which we either walk or cycle in daily,’ she
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explains. ‘The plant life is just something that we have always
made much use of. We wanted a smaller garden and one that was
easy to maintain and so now we have the trees and the grasses –
very simple.’ The home, while certainly striking with its white
walls and dark wood, is a focused expression of indoor-outdoor
living, with plentiful greenery to reflect the verdant surrounds,
and give it a deeply tranquil feel.
But, before Trish could go about realising her vision, the house
needed a complete structural overhaul. First off, she set about
replacing the tiled areas in the entrance, kitchen and bathrooms
with the original parquet that was in some of the other areas of

the house, then stained them darker. ‘We gave these rooms a
complete update by replacing the tops and repainting the
cupboards,’ she says. With the help of a designer friend with a
particular talent for working with colour, Trish tried out various
tones and sent digital images along for a second opinion on her
experiments. ‘We loved the old Highveld-style farmhouse feel of
the original structure with the tin roof, left unpainted, and the
long verandah in the front, so we decided to capitalise on that
feel,’ she explains, adding that the monochrome palette and use
of highly textural, natural elements were part of the design from
the very beginning.
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A B OV E The table in the entrance hall was passed down
to Trish from her mother. The painting is by Dennis Kalil
B E LOW Texture abounds in the main bedroom LE F T The
sculptures on the table in the lounge are by Marina Walsh
and Robbie Rorich

Next, there was work to be done on the interiors. Asked what
inspired the house’s impressively cohesive style, Trish credits
her own limits: she decided that a theme, planned from the getgo, would be the best way to ensure a confident approach to
the home’s decor. Having taken on the task herself rather than
calling in outside help, she browsed a wide variety of inspiration
images but found a particular affinity for the work of designer
Darryl Carter, as shown to her by a friend.
The home’s integrated approach makes sense, given that the
structure’s layout lends itself to closely linked living. ‘We never
feel too far away from any of the other family members and the
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connectedness between the kitchen and the living areas is my
most favourite thing. I’m a passionate cook and it is wonderful
to be able to be in front of the stove but still be part of the
conversation. The indoor-outdoor flow works brilliantly and it is
wonderful having all the doors open during the day.’
By incorporating more greenery in the house, Trish transformed
an interior that she describes as having been simply ‘tired’. Look
a little closer and you’ll find that the decor focuses on favourite
furniture and art, such as the inherited ceramic Pam Zimmerman
giraffe and her husband’s old clock from his grandfather. The
two cupboards in the lounge and dining area – one bought

in Franschhoek and painted grey many years back, another
a wooden dresser from Cape Town – are among Trish’s most
prized pieces. Thanks to these carefully selected details, a home
that could have been imposing instead makes gracious use of its
great scale to feel as welcoming as it is elegant.
Meanwhile, out on the lawn you’ll discover a large pecan nut
tree, a great source of joy that draws flocks of wild green parrots
in the afternoons who come to eat the nuts. ‘Our friends say that
when you’re here it feels like you are on a constant holiday,’ Trish
says, ‘and that’s what we love – it has a very relaxed feel about
it.’ n
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